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60% Female / 40% Male 
Median Age: 36 
51% 25-45 years old  
74% 25-55 years old 
Median HHI: $82,000 
64% HHI over $100,000 
28% Upper Management Positions 
28% Professional or Technical Positions 
64% College Degree 
34.8% Grad School Degree
2/3 of readers have enjoyed foreign 
travel and cultural events, and a majority 
are involved in active sports, including 
skiing, golf, tennis and sailing.

79%
of Renew  

readers have a 
family member 
or close friend 
struggling with 

alcohol or drugs.

Source: As Renew

Renew�serves an under represented, specialized and growing audience. 

Our readers represent the more than 23 million Americans currently in recovery, the 20 million still in need of it, and countless friends and family 
members looking for treatment for people they love.  Renew’s multi-platform approach seeks to highlight the benefits of the recovery lifestyle 
while providing readers with the guidance and resources they need to reach and maintain it. Because recovery from addiction requires the 
establishment of an entirely new way of life, Renew provides a much-needed resource at a pivotal time in our readers’ journeys. Our audience is 
galvanized to make positive lifestyle changes and eager to explore their options.

Renew Readers Are:
¼ Actively searching for 

recovery solutions

¼ Interested in renewing their health

¼ Seeking resources to improve their 
bodies, minds and spirits

¼ Looking for ways to support and 
maintain their recovery

¼ Highly educated and engaged in 
promoting wellness

¼ Committed to better understand -
ing addiction research

¼ Dedicated to helping others 
achieve sobriety

Reaching 85,000 + consumers 
during a significant lifestage event! *
Monthly readership of Renew  in both print and digital mediums.

Alcoholism & Drug Addiction 
is a Family Disease. 
For every addict/alcoholic in 
a family, there are typically a 
few more . . . 

10+
13%

1
13%

2
16%

3-4
17%

5-9
20%

None
21%

Reaching 85,000+ consumers
during a significant lifestage event! *

* Readership of Renew  in both print and digital mediums.
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PUBLISHER: James Moorhead

There are an estimated 23.5 million Americans 
in recovery from substance use disorder. That 
sounds like a big number until you consider 
that for every individual in recovery, there are 
at least four people who have been directly 
impacted by that person’s addiction. 

of addiction treatment who work tirelessly to combat the effects of this powerful brain 
disease. And let’s not forget the advocates at local, state and national levels whose job it is 
to advance and protect the rights of the addicted people and their families. By my estimate, 
there’s a hefty piece of the American pie vested in addiction recovery.

We set out to recognize and support this growing community with our prototype issue 
of Renew . Our mission then remains our mission today—to offer hope and guidance to 
all those seeking respite from substance use disorder by communicating the power and 
possibility of recovery. But Renew  is more than a lifestyle magazine. It’s a voice for the many 
millions of people who hope to correct misconceptions about addiction and recovery, to 
stand up and be counted. 

We are doctors, homemakers, chefs, bankers and entrepreneurs. We are all genders, colors 

But we can be large in number and entirely ineffective if we quietly accept our lesser place in 
the greater population as the morally weak dregs of society. 

We know better.

James T. Moorhead
Publisher

EDITOR: Kelly Burch

Renew  magazine 
as a writer, I immediately knew I wanted to 
be more involved. For every story I wrote, 
the people I talked to were thrilled to speak 
to me, and had such great stories to share, of 
travels and adventures, or obstacles overcome.

Because that’s the thing about Renew  
readers – they are passionate. About recovery, yes, but also about living life. Passionate 
about seeing the world, and maybe even making some small changes in it. About health, 
healing and wellness, and becoming the best person they can be. 

Renew  is in the unique position of reaching consumers during a major life change, when 

slates and are moving forward with a fresh start. 
At Renew , we know the power that is present in the recovery community, and the buy -

-
nity, who are loyal to the companies that support their lifestyle choices.

Renew   is some-
thing to get excited about. 

Kelly Burch
Editor
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Inspire and Invigorate Your Recovery
Advocating for Recovery: Coverage of the UNITE Rally, and examples of legislation and 
policies that readers can support in order to encourage political change.
Seasonal Depression: The science behind the winter blues, and how you can escape them.�
Recovery Retreats: Introducing recovery treats, and assisting readers in choosing the right one.�
New years challenges and recovery resolutions.

Setting Up for Success
Sober Living: Experiences in and tips and tricks for sober living communities.
Adult Children of Alcoholics: How to move forward and break the cycle.
Recovery After Relapse: Personal stories and professional tips for getting back on track.�
LGBTQ Recovery (timed for Pride month in June).

-

Taking Control of Recovery
We Recover and We Vote: Coverage of the candidates’ stances on addiction and mental 
health issues ahead of the November election.
Stigma through the Ages. How far we’ve come, how far we have to go. 
The Brain: The effects of addiction on the brain and how to repair the damage.

ment over punishment.

Theme: Schooled in Recovery/Holidays
Collegiate Recovery: People and programs making a difference for sober students.�
Surviving and thriving during the holidays.
Multicultural considerations in recovery.
Family Connections: How to avoid building resentment toward the addict in your life.

 
Addiction experts are pioneering new research 
and treatments everyday. Renew’s  interviews 
with prominent authors, psychologists and 
treatment center staff educate readers on de-

them to treatment and aftercare options.

Developing and maintaining new healthy 
habits is central to successful recovery. We 
show readers where to start, what gear to 
use and how to keep their diet and exercise 
routine fresh and focused.

Healing and rejuvenation come in many 
forms. From introducing readers to yoga 
poses and meditation styles, to recovery re -
treats and sober travel, Renew  is the source 
for discovering how to soothe your soul.

Recovery is a major life stage event that im -
pacts the way we do everything. Our readers 
look to Renew  for strategies and advice on 
managing their careers, money, relationships 
and more.

In conjunction with our online resources, 
Renew  publishes a guide to recovery centers 
and resources along with a calendar of up -
coming recovery events in every issue.

MIND

RECOVERY RESOURCES

BODY

LIFE

SPIRIT

Renew inspires, informs and supports our 
readers through every stage of recovery. Each 
issue offers a�mix of features, advice, 

readers thrive in recovery.

 
Our highly engaged audience includes people 
already in recovery, as well as those looking 
for treatment for themselves or others. They 
come to Renew for information, advice and 
guidance as they approach a challenging but 
exciting new chapter.

PLUS
¼ News and reviews of recovery related books

and media

¼ In-depth coverage of public policy and its

impact on recovery

¼ Profiles of sober celebrities and people mak-

ing a difference in recovery

¼ Advice from leading recovery coaches and

sober peers

¼ Voices: The best from our RenewEveryDay.

com bloggers and community

¼ And more…

million Americans 
currently in recovery

23.5

million more in need of it 
20
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RENEWEVERYDAY.COM

RenewEveryDay.com�is the 24/7 digital destination for those in the recovery life stage. Finally 
a website that digests the myriad information scattered across the web and provides a clear, 
concise and accurate portal to key issues and takeaways for the recovery community!

RenewEveryDay.com�is the daily connection to what’s happening in the recovery commu� -
nity. Whether it is the newest science surrounding addiction or news of another celebrity 
speaking up about their journey, reneweveryday.com keeps readers up to date and informed 
on an array of recovery topics. In addition, blogs by addiction professionals and 
people in recovery provide fresh perspective and encouragement.

Supported by our active social media presence, the website encourages 
readers to become actively engaged in the Renew community. The website 

With the right balance of entertainment and information, reneweveryday.
com becomes an important part of our readers’ days.

Website Metrics:

Our social media reach is roughly 
11,000 people as of September 201��
which continues to grow every day.

Each month new visitors make up nearly 65 
-

ally growing reach to new faces.

Visitors to RenewEveryDay.com 
on average visit at least two distinct pages.
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File Specifications
¼ Max Animation Length: 15 secs

¼ Max Loops: 24fps

¼ Rich Media Accepted: Expandable, In-Banner Video

For times when the user’s browser does not support creative 

Accepted File Formats
¼ GIF

¼ JPEG

¼ Flash

Ad Delivery
Email, FTP or YouSendIt.com is preferred. Please notify 
James Moorhead at JamesM@RenewEveryday.com.

300 x 250

(Medium Rectangle)

980x90 IMU

(Leaderboard)

300 x 600 IMU

(Half Page Ad)

160 x 600 IMU

(Wide 
Skyscraper)

88 x 31 IMU
(Micro Bar)

Inside Pages

$900/month

$���/month

$����month

$����month

$�50/month

Dimensions

980PX  x 90PX

300PX  x 250PX

160PX  x 600PX

300PX  x 600PX

88PX  x 31PX

Homepage

$1,�00/month

$1,�00/month

$��00/month

$��00/month

$�00/month

RENEWEVERYDAY.COM
Rates And Specifications




